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Overview



What are we trying to do?



Link characteristics



Solved problems



Unsolved problems
- Including half-baked (if that) ideas.
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What Are We Trying to Do?
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Commercial satellite folks want to o er
high-bandwidth Internet service over LEO
and GEO satellite links.
- To people's home
- To remote areas of the world
- To places where there is no terrestrial
infrastructure
 Caterpillar wants to use satellites to
communicate between its vehicles
and its service people
 There is no infrastructure where
Caterpillars are!
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What Are We Trying to Do?
(cont.)
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What NASA wants:
- To put a web server on the space
station
- To use Internet applications to
facilitate communication between
space and the ground
 Astronauts can send email to their
families
 We can o er real-time video from
shuttle
 Etc.
- To communicate with Earth-observing
satellites
 E.g., to transfer data from
monitoring equipment in the ocean.
- And, to do it all in a standard way (i.e.,
using commercial products without
developing specialized solutions)
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What Are We Trying to Do?
(cont.)



Our focus has been on transport and
application layer challenges.



Routing problems have not been an issue
yet.
- But, that may very well change...
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Link Characteristics



Links have large propagation delays, but
not too long (i.e., communication to Mars
is not being considered)



Links have a non-zero bit-error rate



Some hosts we would like to communicate
with are moving (e.g., space station)



Moving end-hosts will sometimes have to
use di erent communications links (i.e.,
we have hando s)



A large range of bandwidth (from very
small to quite large).
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Solved Problems


We are stuck with long links
- Long links require big congestion
windows, but that has been xed
(RFC 1323)
- With big windows may come lots of
loss, which can be dealt with by using
SACK (RFC 2018) or NewReno if
SACK is not available (RFC 2582)



Have recommended cleaning up the noise
on links as much as possible with FEC
(RFC 2488)
- SACK should help with remaining
losses



ECN (RFC 2481) helps indicate
congestion without dropping segments
(especially helpful for interactive and
request/response applications over long
delay links).
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Unsolved Problems
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Autotuned end hosts
- Would like to see autotuned socket
bu ers so experts are not needed for
end hosts to be able to e ectively cope
with the long delay [SMM98]
 Largely a TCP implementation issue.
- To truly do autotuning today
RFC 1323 would need to be on by
default:
 I.e., we want to ability to use large
windows if the network can support
them.
 But, we don't want to waste the bits
RFC 1323 requires on low bandwidth
links.
- It might be nice to be able to enable
\large window extensions" in the
middle of a connection.
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Unsolved Problems (cont.)
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Explicit Corruption Noti cation
- It would be nice if we had some way to
tell the di erence between a
congestion induced loss and a
corruption-based loss.
- Perhaps a message sent to the
originator of the packet when the
transport checksum fails?
 What if the network layer checksum
fails? Who gets the corruption
message?
- Some work in this area has been done
(see RFC 2760 for an overview)
 Is it enough?
 Do we understand the problem and
the implications?
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Unsolved Problems (cont.)
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Bias against long-delay connections
- Connections with long RTTs are at a
disadvantage when competing with
connections with shorter RTTs and
end up using less than their \fair
share" of the bandwidth
[Flo91,HSMK98].
- Henderson [HSMK98] has suggested a
slightly di erent congestion avoidance
mechanism to help eliminate this
unfairness.
- Is some sort of per- ow queue needed
to help long-delay ows achieve their
\fair share"?
- Are there other ways?
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Unsolved Problems (cont.)
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Slow start is still slow and underutilizes
capacity.
- Lots of connections never leave slow
start.
- Larger initial windows (RFC 2414)
help (especially for short transfers)
- Some form of byte counting
[All98,All99] might alleviate the
problems caused by delayed ACKs.
- Use bandwidth estimation (ala
packet-pair) to increase cwnd more
rapidly based on the bandwidth
estimate and the RTT
 However, bandwidth estimation
doesn't seem to work all that well
\in the wild" [AP99]
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Unsolved Problems (cont.)
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Big windows cause big bursts.
- The routers along a network path
containing a long-delay link need to be
equipped with big queues.
- Unless we use some form of pacing to
smooth out some of the bursts
[KCRP99].
- Pacing is still being studied { it may
not be as appealing as initially thought
[ASA00].
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Unsolved Problems (cont.)
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TCP and mobility.
- Will TCP tolerate modestly variable
propagation delays?
 Probably.
- What happens to TCP connections
after a hando (in which there could
be lost or duplicated segments)?
- What will happen when TCP
encounters an outage?
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Unsolved Problems (cont.)
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TCP and mobility (cont.)
- Should there be explicit messages that
tell TCP the connection is using a
di erent path?
 I.e., could put TCP \to sleep" and
make it wakeup \later" for an
outage.
 We could make TCP slow start after
a hando given that its parameters
may be inappropriate for the new
path conditions.
- Should TCP try to infer this
information? How?
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Unsolved Problems (cont.)
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Network Layer Problems:
- Routing might get ugly when things
are moving.
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Continuing Struggles
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To the extent possible we'd like to see
application layer protocols that are not
excessively \chatty" since chatting takes
more time in long-delay networks.
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